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Mikuni vm22 carburetor manual

Notes on carburetor installation, tuning and repair Please note: Other than the exact replacement of OEM carburettors, all Mikuni Aftermarket Carburetors and Tuning Components sold as on off Road/Racing Use Only and not intended or approved for use in vehicles used on public roads or in places where the anti-
engine and anti-pollution laws apply. Mikuni Carburetors should be replaced, repaired or tuned as a sales dealer or a trained or qualified race mechanic. Mikuni American is not responsible for mechanical damage or bodily injury caused by improperly installed carburettor, operating conditions, or its tuning of the vehicle
manufacturer, dealer, any mechanic or private person. Design &amp; Tuning for Motocross Revised 2nd Edition Jim Gianatsis The ultimate book motocross bike history, design and technology, engine and carburetor performance and tuning. Includes many of Jim's classic racing photos from the beginning of the sport in
the 1960s-80s, along with Brad Lackey, Bob Hannah and Tony D. Roger DeCoster. This 2st edition picks up the current modern 4-stoke motocross bikes from 2000 Skip content There is a large amount of horsepower can be found in a properly tuned carburetor. Unfortunately, there is no universal setup that works with
each engine combination. Jetting that works perfectly with one engine may not be as good with the other. Armed with a selection of jets and free afternoons, we are confident you can tune your Mikuni to optimal performance. When we tuned our Mikuni, we tried about 10 different main planes, five pilot planes and every
needle position on the needle. Our test resulted in this final setup: 130 main jet, 12.5 pilot jet, needle clamp in middle position and air screw two turns out (stock position). If you copy our setup, you may or may not see great results. We recommend that you read the tuning manual and try different settings to achieve the
greatest horsepower gains from this performance carburetor. Tips: Our 22mm Mikunis come with 95 or 100 main jet and 15 pilot jet. Bolt carburetor up and run it a few laps in this setup. Pull the spark plug and read. The plug may be white, indicating a lean condition. Start your tuning process by going to the larger main
jet. Run a few more laps at the racing pace and check the plug again. Repeat this process until you get a good tannish brown plug reading. Remember to close the engine immediately when you pull out a stop, without letting the engine be idle, to ensure you with accurate plug reading. Once you've found the main plane
you want, you can move on to other carburetor customizations. Note how your engine works in all areas of the tracks. If there is a part of the power band you want to tweak a little more, use the tuning manual to determine which jet controls that area of the power band. Test different jet sizes until the desired performance
is achieved. With Mikuni dialed in, our engine looks like a completely different beast. The tedious work of changing jets between several test rounds was worth the improvement in top end power, low end grunt and smooth accelerator response. Success! The air screw is located at the bottom of the carburettor. The air
screw can be adjusted by means of a flat-edged screwdriver. Our air screw is set to two turns out what is a stock device. To access the main jet and pilot the jet you need to remove the bowl. With a Philips screwdriver, remove 4 screws. When you pull the bowl away you see the main jet (a large round brass jet in this
picture) and a pilot jet (a smaller round brass jet just above the main jet). The two brass planes depicted here are the main plane and the pilot plane. The main plane is a big round one. Each waterfall can be removed from the flat blade screw driver. To adjust the position of the jet needle, the top of the carburettor must
be unscrewed. Be careful if you take the cap off because there's spring inside. Once you have removed the cap and in spring you will see a slide inside the carb. Contact your index finger and pull out the slide. Here's what you've taken so far. Push the jet ski needle out of the slide. There are five doughnuts at the top of
the needle where the clamp can be adjusted. Placing the clip from the bottom of the boundary would be the richest device and the top boundary would dissect the device. We put the clip in the middle to do a base test and go from there. To set up the throttle cable, insert the throttle cable into the top of the carburettor
cap. The rubber boot on the lid holds the cable in place. Your cable will need a lead ball or barrel at the end of the cable wire. If your cable does not have a lead ball or barrel at the end you can water the cable installation p/n 16430. You want to set it up with 2-1/2 between the cable mounting and the lower part of the
cap. Also, don't let too much cable or solder stick beyond cable installation because it can bottom out the carb body by keeping the slide a little open. Cut the cable through the center of spring. Press the spring together with one hand and leave the stove thread at the end of the cord. Insert the stove tin at the bottom of
the slide and run the wire up the slide until the top. Release the spring pressure and the throttle cable will hold everything together. Now you can insert the slide carb, push spring and screw the cap back. You should test the accelerator before starting the engine. Press the gas pedal down a few times and listen to the



slide opening and closing inside the carburettor. If you installed it correctly, you'll hear the slide open and close. If you can't hear the slide moving, if you're working on the throttle pedal, you might have put it incorrectly. Remove the cap and make sure the slide is not closed wide open in the throttle position. SPARK PLUG
READING SCHEME Tannish Good reading Black, Too Rich White, Too Lean Mikuni Motorcycle Carburetor Theory 101 Motorcycle Carburettors look very complex, but with little theory, you can tune your bike to maximum performance. All carburettors operate on the basic principle of atmospheric pressure. Atmospheric
pressure is a powerful force that puts pressure on everything. It varies slightly, but is generally considered 15 pounds per square inch (PSI). This means that atmospheric pressure is pressing everything in 15 PSI. By changing atmospheric pressure inside the engine and carburator, we can change the pressure and make
fuel and air flow. Atmospheric pressure forces high pressure to low pressure. As the piston's two-stroke engine rises (or goes down to a four-stroke motor), low pressure occurs inside the crankcase (above the piston four stroke). This low pressure also causes low pressure inside the carburator. Since the pressure is
higher outside the engine and the carburetor, the air rushes into the carburettor and the engine until the pressure is equal. The mobile air passing through the carburettor picks up fuel and mixes with air. Inside the carburettor is the Venturi tube, Figure 1. The venturi is a restriction inside the carburettor that forces the air
to get through. A river that suddenly narrows can illustrate what happens inside the carb. Water in the river accelerates when it reaches nearby diminished shores and becomes faster as the river narrows further. The same thing happens in a carburetor. The air that accelerates causes the air pressure to drop inside the
carburettor. The faster the air moves, the lower the pressure inside the carburettor. FIGURE 1 Most motorcycle carburetor circuits are adjusted by the throttle position, not the engine speed. Most motorcycle carburetraats have five main measuring systems. These measuring circuits overlap with each other and they are: *
pilot circuit * throttle valve valve * needle jet and jet needle * main plane * choke circuit Pilot circuit has two adjustable parts, Figure 2. Pilot's air screw and pilot plane. The air screw may be located near the back of the carburettor or near the front of the carburettor. When the screw is located at the back, it regulates how
much air enters the circuit. Once the screw is turned in, it reduces the amount of air and makes the mixture spoil. If this proves to be, it will open the passage more and allow more air to circuit, resulting in a lean mixture. If the screw is near the front, it regulates the fuel. The mixture is leaner when it's screwed and richer
when screwed out. If the air screw needs to be changed to more than 2 turns out to be the best idle, the next smaller-sized pilot jet is required. FIGURE 2 A test plane is the part that supplies most of the fuel with low accelerator openings. It's a small hole in it that limits the fuel flow though this. Both the pilot air screw and
the pilot jet are affected by the carburetion from idleness at about 1/4 The sliding valve affects carburettor between 1/8 through a 1/2 throttle. It affects it especially between 1/8 and 1/4 and is less affected up to 1/2. The slides come in different sizes and the size is determined by how much is cutaway on the back of it,
Figure 3. The bigger the cut-off, the leaner the mixture (because it is allowed into more air) and the smaller the cut-off, the richer the mixture is. Throttle valves have numbers on them, which explains how much cutaway is. If there are 3 stamped slides, it's a 3.0mm cutaway, while 1 is a 1.0mm cutaway (which is richer
than 3). FIGURE 3 Jet needle and needle jet affects carburetraatone from 1/4 thru 3/4 thru thru thru throttle. The jet needle is a long cone-shaped rod that controls how much fuel can be pulled from the carburettor venturi. Thinner cone, the richer the mixture. A thicker cone, a lean mixture, because a thicker cone does
not allow as much fuel for the Venturi as lean. Cones are designed very precisely to give different mixtures different throttle openings. Jet needles have grooves cut up. The clip goes into one of those grooves and keeps it from sliding or moving from there. The position of the clamp can be changed so that the engine can
change the engine or lean, Figure 4. If the engine had to run lean, the clip would have moved higher. It drops the needle further into the needle and causes less fuel to flow past it. Once the clamp is lowered, the jet ski is lifted and the mixture is richer. A needle jet is where the jet needle slips. Depending on the internal
diameter of the needle stream, it affects the jet ski. The needlejuga and jet needle work together to control the fuel flow between 1/8 through the 3/4 range. Most tuning in this range is done with a jet needle, not a needle. FIGURE 4 The main stream controls the fuel flow 3/4 through full gas, Figure 5. If the throttle is open
far enough, the jet needle is pulled high enough out of the needle and the size of the hole in the main jet begins to regulate the fuel flow. The main jets have different sized holes in them and the bigger the hole, the more fuel that flows (and the richer the mixture). The bigger the number on the main plane, the more fuel
that can flow through it, and the richer the mixture. FIGURE 5 The choke system is used to start cold engines. Since the fuel in the cold engine sticks to the cylinder walls due to condensation, the mixture is too lean to start the engine. The choke system adds fuel to the engine to compensate for the fuel stuck to the
cylinder walls. Once the engine has warmed up, condensation is not a problem, and a choke is not required. The air-fuel mixture shall be changed to meet the engine requirements. The ideal air-to-fuel ratio is 14.7 grams of air with 1 gram of fuel. This ideal ratio is only achieved in a very short time when the engine is
running. Incomplete the actual air-fuel ratio is usually richer. Figure 6 shows the actual air-to-fuel ratio of any throttle aperture. FIGURE 6 Troubleshooting carburetor joting Carburetor is easy when the basic principles are known. The first step is to find where the engine is working poorly, Figure 7. It should be borne in
mind that the faeces of the carburettor are determined by the throttle position and not by the engine speed. If the engine is in trouble at low speed (idle up to 1/4 throttle), the test system or sliding valve is likely to be a problem. If the engine has problems between 1/4 and 3/4 of the throttle, it is likely that the problem is
with the jet ski needle and the needle pen (probably the jet ski pin). If the engine runs poorly at 3/4 full throttle, the main jet is a likely problem. FIGURE 7 When passing through carburettors, place tape on the throttle housing. Place the second tape on the throttle grip and draw the line (while the throttle is idle) directly
from one piece of tape to the other. When these two lines are lined up, the engine is idle. Now open the throttle with full throttle and draw the second line directly opposite it on the accelerator case. At this point, there should be two rows of throttle housing, and one throttle grip. Now find halfway to the point between both
lines of accelerator housing. Make a sign and it will indicate if the accelerator pedal is half the accelerator pedal. Further re-enter the rooms until the idle, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 and full-mixture valve positions are known. These lines are used to quickly find the opening of the accelerator pedal when driving them down. Clean the air
filter and warm the wheel. Accelerate through gear until the throttle is full throttle (light uphill is the best place for this). After a few seconds, fully throttle, quickly pull the clutch and stop the engine (Do not let the engine enter idle or coast to stop). Remove the spark plug and look at its color. It should be a light tan color (for
more information on reading spark plugs click here). If it is white, the air/fuel mixture is too lean and the larger main jet needs to be installed. If it is black or dark brown, the air/ fuel mixture is too rich and the smaller main jet needs to be installed. If you change the jets, change them one size at a time, test run after each
change, and look at the plug color after each run. After the main jet is set, run the bike side of the accelerator and check the plug color. If it is white, lower the jetnedle clip to a richer air/fuel mixture. If it is dark brown or black, lift the clamp to rely on the air/fuel mixture. The pilot circuit can be adjusted when the bike is idle
and then tested. If the engine is running poorly at idling, the pilot's jet screw can be switched on or off to change the mixture of air and fuel. If the screw is at the back of the carburettor, pull it out to lean the mixture into dislocation when it is screwed in, It. If the adjustment screw is in front of the carburettor, it is the
opposite. If the screw screw is not affected by one and two and a half, the pilot aircraft shall be replaced by either a larger or smaller one. When guide the pilot screw, turn it 1/4 turn at a time and test the bike between adjustments. Adjust the pilot's circuit until the motorcycle runs from pure idle without hesitation or bogs.
Height, humidity and air temperature When jetting is set and bike running good, there are many factors that make performane engine. Height, air temperature and humidity are major factors that affect how the engine works. The air density increases as the air gets colder. This means that there are more oxygen
molecules in the same room when the air is cold. When the temperature drops, the engine is running leaner and more fuel needs to be added to compensate. When the air temperature warms up, the engine is running richer and less fuel is needed. An engine that is jetted at 32deg Fahrenheit can run poorly when
temperatures reach 90deg Fahrenheit. Height is affected by jetting because there are fewer air molecules as the height is increasing. A bike that runs at a good sea level will run a rich 10,000 feet due to thinner air. Humidity is how much moister is in the air. When the humidity increases, the flights are richer. A bike that
runs fins in the mornings with dry air can run a rich day going forward and humidity increases. Sometimes correction factors are used to change the temperature and height to find the correct carburetor settings. The chart shown in Figure 8 shows a typical correction factor chart. To use this diagram, destroy the
carburetor and write down the pilot and the main jet sizes. Set the correct air temperature and follow the chart to the right until the correct height is found. Move directly down from this point until the correct correction factor is found. Using, for example, Figure 8, the air temperature is 95deg Fahrenheit and the height is
3,000 feet. The correction factor is 0,92. To find out about the repair of head and pilot jets, how many repair factors and each jet size. The main reagent size of 350 is multiplied by 0,92 and the new base reagent size would be 322. The pilot jet size is multiplied by 0.92 and the pilot's plane size would be 36.8. FIGURE 8
Correction factors can also be used to find the correct settings for the needle jet, jet ski and air screw. Use Figure 9 and specify a correction factor. Then use the table below to determine what to do with the needle, jet needle and air screw. Needle Jet/Jet Needle/Air Screw Adjustment Chart Correction Factor 1.04 or over
1.04-1.00 1.00-0.96 0.96-0.9 92 0.92 or under Needle waterfall Two size larger One size larger Same size smaller Two size smaller Jet needle device Lower clip position Same Same Raise clip one position Air screw opening One turn same 1/2 turn same 1/2 out One turn FIGURE 9 This article was written, and has been
reprinted with the permission of Doug Jenks. All rights reserved. smallengprep@yahoo.com back to page. Page.
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